⊥ Single Spin Asymmetry (Sivers) Naively (time-reversal invariance) P (x, k ⊥ ) = P (x, −k ⊥ ) However, including the final state interaction (FSI) results in nonzero asymmetry of the ejected quark! (Brodsky, Hwang, Schmidt) Gauge invariant definition requires quark to be connected by gauge link. Choice of path not arbitrary but must be chosen along path of outgoing quark to incorporate FSI 
net transverse momentum is result of averaging over the transverse force from spectators on active quark 
֒→ Puzzle: Sivers asymmetry seems to vanish in LC gauge (time-reversal invariance)! X.Ji: fully gauge invariant definition for P (x, k ⊥ ) requires additional gauge link at x
Quark Correlations and ⊥ Single-Spin Asymmetries -p.8/29
Sivers Mechanism in A
Quark Correlations and ⊥ Single-Spin Asymmetries -p.10/29 (
Sivers Mechanism in
is the total charge (quarks plus gluons) along a line with fixed
Quark Correlations and ⊥ Single-Spin Asymmetries -p.13/29 Quark Correlations ←→ SSA lowest order (small g) solution to finiteness conditions
Finiteness Conditions
(equivalent to treating FSI in lowest order perturbation theory). 
Insert into expression for Sivers asymmetry in LC-gauge
֒→ relate SSA to (color neutral) density-density correlations in impact parameter space
GPD
Know from study of generalized parton distributions (GPDs) that distribution of partons in ⊥ plane q(x, b ⊥ ) is significantly deformed for a transversely polarized target mean displacement of flavor q (⊥ flavor dipole moment) 
Quark Correlations and ⊥ Single-Spin Asymmetries -p.19/29 
finiteness conditions:
where ρ a (x ⊥ ) is the total charge (quarks plus gluons) along x − with fixed x ⊥ obviously α ⊥ (x ⊥ ) = 0 Summary perturbative evaluation of α ⊥ (x ⊥ ) allows relating SSA to quark correlations in impact parameter space
֒→ much easier to calculate/interpret in terms of LC wave functions than original expression involving A ⊥ (±∞
Quark models: What do we learn about the nucleon if we know this matrix element?
